
Protocol for Safe Place Installation EMDR using Ego State Hypnosis 

Introduction 

(Important Note: This script is to be used once the client is adequately induced into hypnosis.  

Make every attempt to make sure that the client is adequately induced in a deep enough state 

of hypnosis to get the maximum benefit from the script and what it is trying to accomplish. 

This script is lengthy and you likely will not be able to get through it all.  Feel free to split the 

script up into multiple sessions.  Multiple sessions of hypnosis emphasizing these concepts 

might be necessary with clients that have significant safety concerns.  The repetition 

strengthens these concepts each time that they are covered in sessions.)  

As you go deeper relaxed, you notice how your body feels as you sit calmly, safely, and 

comfortably in the chair as you go deeper into a blissful state of safe being.  As you take each 

breath in and out slowly but not forced, you notice how to chair you sit in comforts and supports 

you. As I speak to you now, you take note that you are in my office as we work together as usual.  

You sit in the familiar chair as I speak to you as I usually do during sessions.  The usual routine 

and the familiarity of my office allows you to experience a new depth of assistance from me as 

you relax and attend to yourself.  The only thing that is different from the usual session with me 

is that you have so much more control over your ability to relax today.  You realize that you can 

control the extent that you relax.  You and only you have this control as you allow yourself to go 

deeper relaxed.  You now realize that the deeper you go, the better you feel and the better you 

feel, the deeper you go.  All along, you remember that:  

• Today is (fill in today’s date and year). 



• That we are both safely in my office at (fill in the address of your office).  

• That we are participating in the session that we scheduled today at (fill in the time).  

• That you are (state client’s current age) years old.   

• That you came here by 1) driving your car/truck, 2) public transportation, 3) getting a 

ride from someone close to you.   

We know these things are real and factual.  These truths are self-evident as you relax, enjoy, and 

experience the loving feelings and sensations of self-nurturance that you give to yourself as you 

take control of your calming feelings through your hypnosis. You understand the importance of 

you taking a break, taking a breather, and taking it easy in this moment.  When you breathe in, 

you take in calm.  When you exhale, you let go of tension.  In calm, out with less tension.   

Installing and Conditioning Red  

Right now, you are feeling so relaxed and are in the driver’s seat generating this relaxation and 

safety for yourself.  I want you to recognize and understand that we have the ability to enhance 

this feeling and sense of safety.  We both are aware that in my office I have a number of red 

accents and objects.  What I want you to know is that these red accents and objects in my office 

are here for a purpose.  They are positioned in my office because they have a specific purpose 

and a special meaning.  The special purpose and meaning of these objects are there to remind 

special clients in hypnosis that they are safe in my office.  The red grabs one’s attention and 

reminds you that you are safe and secure in my office.  From this moment forward, I want you to 

relate the safety in my office to that special color Red.  From this moment forward, any time you 

acknowledge the red in my office, you associate with the feeling safe.   Just even saying the word 

Red allows you to recognize the safety you feel in the office.  In a moment, we will demonstrate 



the power of red that we now associate with the experience of safety in my office.  On the count 

of three, I will say that special word, Red.  When I say that special word, Red, you will take 

notice at how relaxed and safe you are right now in the present moment.  Here we go, get ready 

to notice the calm and comfort with the safety that you now experience in this moment.  One, 

two, three…Red, Red, Red…Red, Red, Red.  Notice how safe you are right now.  You are here 

with me in my office as the adult that you are…Red, Red, Red…Red, Red, Red…Feel the power 

of being able to self-sooth yourself by knowing that you are safe, uninjured, body intact, 

whole…Red, Red, Red….Each time you hear this word you recognize how protected you are 

currently in my office…Red, Red, Red….now you let your mind drift from those thoughts as you 

know take the focus of your thoughts to your breathing. You breathe in and out with ease.  This 

allows your body to relax even more and more, which increases your understanding of the safety 

that you are noticing and providing for yourself.  You are doing a great job right now as you 

continue to relax.   

 Now, once again we are going to go back to the special word.  We are going to go back to 

that special color.  However, this time we will increase that sense of safety by me tapping each 

one of your hands as we both say that special word.  Now listen to this, each time I tap your 

hand, we will be able to increase that sense of safety and control that you have by a thousand 

times.  That is right, we can increase it a thousand times with each hand tap.  We can do this, but 

I need your help with saying that special word on the count of three.  Here we go…help me 

now….1, 2, 3…Red, Red, Red…Say it with me now and welcome that safety and control that 

you have right now…Red, Red, Red…(Tapping the right hand then the right back and forth as a 

way to install the Red and Safety and Control – make sure that this BLS is slower for 



installation).  A 1,000 times stronger, a 1,000 times stronger…you feel the power of knowing that 

you are safe right now in this circumstance with me in my office…Red, Red, Red….keep saying 

it with me…Red, Red, Red….1,000 times stronger…feel that power of knowing that you are 

currently safe…Red, Red, Red…. 

 Now, you let your mind drift from those thoughts as you know take the focus of your 

thoughts to your breathing. You breathe in and out with ease.  This allows your body to relax 

even more and more, which increases your understanding of the safety that you are noticing and 

providing for yourself.  You are doing a great job right now as you continue to relax.  You can 

send warm feelings of deep relaxation down from your eyelids down to your toes.  The 

empowerment of feeling safe and secure is yours right now in the present moment.   

 Once again, we are going to go back to the special word.  We are going to go back to that 

special color.  However, this time we will increase that sense of safety by me tapping each one of 

your hands as we both say that special word.  Now listen to this, each time I tap your hand, we 

will be able to increase that sense of safety and control that you have by an even greater amount 

this time.  We are going to take it from thousand times to 10,000 times stronger.  That is right, we 

can increase it 10,000 times with each hand tap.  We can do this…However, I need your help, 

wisdom, and strength with saying that special word on the count of three.  Here we go…help me 

now….1, 2, 3 (apply the BLS as you did above)…Red, Red, Red…10,000 times stronger that 

sense of safety and control…feel it…say it with me….Red, Red, Red….Excellent…Red, Red, 

Red…You have this down…Red, Red, Red…the Red gives you the insights that you know you 

are safe here in my office.  The Red reminds you that you are protected in my office…The Red 

keeps you in the moment and not in the past or future.  The Red gives you the presence of mind 



to know that you are here with me in my office and getting stronger and more insightful by the 

second…It is obvious that you are safe right now.  Feeling better and better…right now, right 

now…in the present moment…10,000 times stronger, 10,000 times stronger.  Red, Red, Red…

Awesome…You are doing Awesome work as you simultaneously feel relaxed and safe and 

empowered…You are doing great work… 

 Now, you let your mind drift from those thoughts as you know take the focus of your 

thoughts to your breathing. You breathe in and out with ease.  This allows your body to relax 

even more and more, which increases your understanding of the safety that you are noticing and 

providing for yourself.  You are doing a great job right now as you continue to relax.  You can 

send warm feelings of deep relaxation down from your eyelids down to your toes.  The 

empowerment of feeling safe and secure is yours right now in the present moment.   

 Once again, we are going to go back to the special word.  We are going to go back to that 

special color.  Now listen to this, each time I tap your hand, we will be able to increase that sense 

of safety and control that you have by an even greater amount this time.  We are going to take it 

from 10,000 times to as strong as you want it to be and are comfortable with right now.    You 

have to power to recognize and determine how safe you are right now.  That is right, we can 

increase this to whatever level of comfort that you want it to be with each hand tap.  We can do 

this…However, I need your help, wisdom, and strength with saying that special word on the 

count of three.  Here we go…help me now….1, 2, 3 (apply the BLS as you did above)…Red, 

Red, Red…let these feelings of comfort rise…Let those feelings increase to be as strong as you 

want and need them to be to give you that  sense of safety and control…feel it…say it with 

me….Red, Red, Red….Excellent…Red, Red, Red…You have this down…Red, Red, Red…the 



Red gives you the insights that you know you are safe here in my office.  The Red reminds you 

that you are protected in my office…The Red keeps you in the moment and not in the past or 

future.  The Red gives you the presence of mind to know that you are here with me in my office 

and getting stronger and more insightful by the second…It is obvious that you are safe right now.  

Feeling better and better…right now, right now…in the present moment…Red, Red, Red, helps 

you to feel stronger, safer, more relaxed…Red, Red, Red…Awesome…You are doing Awesome 

work as you simultaneously feel relaxed and safe and empowered…You are doing great work… 

Now, you let your mind drift from those thoughts as you know take the focus of your 

thoughts to your breathing. You breathe in and out with ease.  This allows your body to relax 

even more and more, which increases your understanding of the safety that you are noticing and 

providing for yourself.  You are doing a great job right now as you continue to relax.  You can 

send warm feelings of deep relaxation down from your eyelids down to your toes.  The 

empowerment of feeling safe and secure is yours right now in the present moment.   

 This time we are going to do something very special.  This time we don’t even have to 

say that special word to feel safe and comforted.  This is because we can just think of objects that 

are that color and we can experience the same feelings of safety, protection, and overall 

wellbeing in my office right now in the present moment.  On the count of three, we will be able 

to experience these empowering feelings of safety right now at the highest level you want and 

need them to be.  Here we go, 1, 2, 3… (apply the BLS as you did above) …think of that apple 

now…what color is it?  Think of those taillights on a car…You know what color they are.  You 

can just think about a lady’s fingernail polish, lipstick, a fire engine, a stop light.  You know what 

I am talking about…They are all that same special color and all those objects help to remind you 



that you are safe right now with me in my office in the present moment.  You are in control.  You 

are realizing this reality of your current safety.  You are assured of this when you consider the 

special color associated with that rose. You know what color it is and how this makes you feel 

safe and comforted here in my office right now.  As a matter of fact, from this moment forward, 

you can remind yourself of the safety that you have in my office by recognizing the special color 

in any environment that you are in.  It does not matter if it is here in my office or anywhere in the 

community.  Anytime you are brought into contact with the color Red, you will be reminded very 

vividly of the safety that you feel in my office right now in the present moment.  As a matter of 

fact, anytime that you see Red, smell Red, taste Red, hear Red, feel Red, or wear Red, you will 

be reminded of the safety of my office that you feel. If you like, you may choose to use Red to 

help you to feel safe in any environment that you deem to be safe and secure without 

jeopardizing your ability to protect yourself.  This wisdom helps you to protect yourself when 

needed and allows you to feel safety when appropriate.   

 As a matter of fact, I am going to do something very special right now.  I am going to 

take your hand and give you the color Red.  I am going to place it in your hand right now (Pick 

up the client’s hand and place the “imaginary” Red in their hand.  Act like you are placing a coin 

in their hand.).  Hold on to that and close your hand to keep control of this Red.  I want to know 

install that Red in your heart and soul (Move the client’s hand to their heart area.). Now, let that 

spread out in your heart and soul where it can rest easy and support you anytime that you need it 

when it is appropriate to feel safe.  You are doing so well right now as you empower yourself 

with this sense of safety in my office right now.  Now that this is installed to remind you how 

safe you are right now.  You can lower your hand and arm back down to its relaxed position and 



let it rest easy.  Say it with me now…Red, Red, Red…. Good…Red, Red, Red…Let that soak in 

right now at the deepest level…Red, Red, Red…you are safe now in my office right now.  (Note: 

If not proceeding further with the hypnosis script, then move towards Direct Suggestion below. If 

this is not the case, proceed to the next session.) 

Installing the Documentary  

(Note: You can consider doing this section in a subsequent hypnosis session.) 

 Now that you are feeling empowered, safe, and secure, you can invite any age of yourself 

or any part of self to come into the safety of the room.  In this room, you know that healing takes 

place.  Invite any age or any part that wants to come into this safe environment.  Because we will 

now watch a movie documentary of your experiences with feeling safe and in control.  This 

documentary is of the three situations where you have felt safe and secure.  Allow all the parts 

that want to see this empowering documentary to come into the room now.  If any of the parts 

want to come into the safety of the room and remain anonymous, they can do so by entering the 

room by being invisible if that makes them feel safer.  That is right, the parts can enter the safety 

of the room by being anonymous by remaining invisible.  Present, but invisible…Just let me 

know when they are all present and ready to go (Wait until the client says he or she is ready.  A 

prompt may be needed to make sure that they are all ready to go.  No age or part MUST 

participate if they do not wish to participate.  This is voluntary for all ages and parts of self).  

The first situation is: (Give very short description of the first feeling of being safe that 

was prepared before the session). Red, Red, Red. 



The second situation is: (Give very short description of the first feeling of being safe that 

was prepared before the session). Red, Red, Red. 

The third situation is: (Give very short description of the first feeling of being safe that 

was prepared before the session). Red, Red, Red.  

(Start video observation now – First Play.) 

At this time, you notice that a big video screen is in front of you.  The video screen is blank 

except for the words, ‘Red…Scene #1…with Today’s Date (Mention the current date).  I now 

give you a remote control (Give the client a remote control of some kind to hold in their hand) so 

you can control the video.  The remote control allows you to control the entire video scene of 

safety.  You can play the video, pause it, rewind it, and can fast forward it as slow or as fast as 

you like.  You have control right now.  Are you ready to watch the first video of the first situation 

that involves you feeling safe? (Wait for him or her to say they are ready.  Next, describe the first 

situation briefly to the client to jog his or her memory.  Wait for him or her to affirm that they are 

ready). Please push the Play button now and describe to me what you are noticing about the 

safety in the first situation that is playing on the video screen in front of you (Let the client 

describe the situation.  If they are light on details, then ask the client questions about what is 

going on, where he or she is in the video, what makes him or her feel safe.  Try and shape the 

situation by guiding the client to give you a brief description without going on too long. At some 

point ask the client to pause the video with the remote control.). Would you please push the 



pause button right now (Make sure that this is done and confirm that the video has paused if you 

are unsure).  Thank you…As you look at the paused video screen, you know and realize how 

safe you are in the video and right now in this moment in my office, please repeat after me( With 

the video paused with the remote control, apply BLS while stating Red and emphasizing the 

properties of safety that the client noted in the video.)…Red, Red, Red….Red, Red, Red…feel 

that power and safety right now in my office…feel this now…recognize how you feel safe in the 

video…you are safe in the video and right now in my office in the present moment…You are 

doing so well right now in my office. Now, go ahead and push the Play button and let the video 

play out.  Now tell me what is going on a describe to me how you are safe and in control again in 

the video.  Please let me know when the video has played out. (After the video is done, praise the 

client, use BLS using Red, and then ask the client to rewind the video).  That video was 

excellent, and it shows you how safe you were the whole time.  Great job…Red, Red, Red…

Now, please rewind the video watching yourself but in reverse. This might look a little funny as 

this video plays backwards… (Apply BLS during the rewind) …Red, Red, Red…Red, Red, 

Red… (Confirm that the video is rewound.) …Awesome job...Let’s all watch the fantastic video 

all over again…You can choose the speed to watch it…You have control…Please push the play 

button on the remote control and lets all watch that fantastic video again where you have so 

much safety and control. Are you ready to watch the first video of the first situation again that 

involves you feeling safe? (Confirm that they are ready, then proceed.) Now…Red, Red, Red…

Good…Now, please push the play button to continue watching this empowering video.  Again, 

please push Play Button now and describe to me what you are noticing about the safety in the 

first situation again that is playing on the video screen in front of you (Let the client describe the 



situation.  If they are light on details, then ask the client questions about what is going on, where 

he or she is in the video, what makes him or her feel safe.  Try and shape the situation by guiding 

the client to give you a brief description without going on too long. At some point ask the client 

to pause the video with the remote control.). Would you please push the pause button right now 

(Make sure that this is done and confirm that the video has stopped if you are unsure).  Thank 

you…As you look at the paused video screen you know and realize how safe you are in the video 

right now in this moment in my office. Please repeat after me (With the video paused with the 

remote control, apply BLS while stating Red and emphasizing the properties of safety that the 

client noted in the video.)…Red, Red, Red….Red, Red, Red…feel that power and safety right 

now in my office…feel this now…recognize how you feel safe in the video…you are safe in the 

video and right now in my office in the present moment…You are doing so well right now in my 

office. Now, go ahead and push the Play button and let the video play out.  Now tell me what is 

going on a describe to me how you are safe and in control again in the video.  Please let me 

know when the video has played out. (Keep the client moving forward with his or her description 

and do not get bogged down in details too much.  After the video is done, praise the client, use 

BLS using Red, and then ask the client to rewind the video).  That video was excellent, and it 

shows you how safe you were the whole time.  Great job…(Apply BLS) Red, Red, Red…Red, 

Red, Red…Let that Red in your heart and soul spread throughout your body…into each pore, 

each cell, through your eyes, nose, mouth, ears, finger tips and toes…all muscles both small and 

large…feel that safety now…Red, Red, Red….Let that safety extend to all ages and parts in the 

room so that they may all feel the power of Red.  There is plenty of Red to spare.  They may all 



feel the empowerment now. (Note: If not proceeding further with the hypnosis script, then move 

towards Direct Suggestion below. If this is not the case, proceed to the next session.) 

(If time permits, repeat the same sequence above using the portion of the script titled…Start 

video observation now – First Play… But this time insert the second situation and then the third. 

You may want or need to do the second or third situations promoting safety on different days or 

in subsequent sessions.  If you are comfortable, you can condense all three of the videos down to 

just one video.  Use your judgement and creativity with determining this.)  

Finishing Touches  

(Removing Negative/Erroneous Beliefs – To be used after installing Safe Situation Videos 

mentioned above.) 

You are now relaxed and enjoying the positive feelings that you have generated for yourself.  

You control your relaxation as much as you like and to what level you feel it is appropriate.  

Now you know and realize that you are safe and secure in the present moment.  With this 

wisdom, we can do away with some misunderstandings about the past and the future. You realize 

and know that you are in the present moment.  There is no way for you to literally be in the past.  

The past is nothing more than memories.  Sure, these memories may create emotions, but they 

are still nothing more than memories and are no longer occurring…For instance, you are unable 

to cash the pay check that you already cashed three years ago…You also are not experiencing the 

pain of stubbing your toe that happened to you years and years ago…You may or may not 

remember these events, but they are clearly not happening to you right now.  The same thing is 



true of the future…You cannot deposit a paycheck in the bank that you have not yet earned and 

you cannot retire from working until you are old enough to do so (Change this example if it does 

not fit the client.).  In-other-words, the past is not happening any longer and the future has not yet 

happened.  You only have the ability to be in the present moment.  This is always the case no 

matter how strong your past or future thoughts and emotions are to you.  Right now, we have the 

power of being in the moment where we know that we are safe.  Of course, we need to learn 

from our past so we can repeat the positive experiences and learn from negative ones.  We also 

need to be mindful of the future so we can plan for it appropriately.  However, we do not need to 

be bound to the past or the future as if it is happening now.   

Right now, I would like you to reach up to the top of your head.  (Help the client move 

one, if not both of their hands up to the top of his or her head.) I would like to feel around for the 

wire…that cable that that connects to the programming that you are living not in the present but 

the past.  Go ahead and pull that cable out…pull out that out now…you will still remember the 

past, but you will no longer have the thought that the past is occurring right now.  The past is in 

the past and not happening now…(Apply BLS during this process)…Red, Red, Red…Replace 

that old outdated belief that was never true with Red, Red, Red…Red, Red, Red…Now reach up 

there on your head and pull out that old outdated belief that was never true about the future.  You 

also know that the future is not happening right now. You know that you can think about the 

future and plan for it, but you cannot be in the future right now...You can only be in the present 

moment and not the future…pull that old belief about the future occurring now…We know that 

this is not true…(Apply BLS during this process)…Red, Red, Red…Replace that old outdated 

belief that was never true with Red, Red, Red…Red, Red, Red…Now you realize the truth that 



the past and the future are both not happening now…you are grounded safely in the present 

moment.  This wisdom will stay with you from now on.  Even if thoughts and emotions from the 

past or future come about, you have the wisdom of knowing that these thoughts and emotions 

have no power over you, no matter if they are pleasant or unpleasant.  No matter if they are 

pleasant or unpleasant, they have no power over you.  That is right, no matter if they are pleasant 

or unpleasant, these thoughts and emotions have no actual power over you.  This wisdom will 

stick with you from this moment on.  It is like realizing that the world is round and not flat.  

Once you realize that the world is round, you do not go back to believing that it was flat.  That is 

right, you cannot embrace the idea that the world is flat…Nor can you embrace the idea that the 

past or the future is occurring right now…You are in the present moment only…No matter if 

pleasant or unpleasant thoughts and emotions exist.  You know that you are safe with me right 

now.   

Direct Suggestion – Closing a Session 

Now that you are doing so well…Feeling so good…Your body is well…You are well…

You now experience my voice…you allow my words to sink in as if you were saying these 

words of truth to yourself…I feel safe, secure, and empowered.  I know that Red, Red, Red is in 

my heart and soul installed by me. This gives me great power.  With this wisdom, I can face life’s 

difficulties with strength and courage.  I know that the past is not happening now, and the future 

is not either.  I am well grounded in the present moment.  Red reminds me that I am safe in my 

therapist’s office. If I choose to, I can use the Red outside my therapist’s office to allow me to 

feel safe and secure when appropriate.  Any time that I see Red, I will be aware of just how safe I 



am whenever I am in my therapist’s office.  Since Red is all over, I will notice it all over.  It gives 

me a great sense of control and safety knowing that I can see, smell, taste, hear, and can feel Red 

everywhere and anywhere I go.  Red keeps me in the present moment.  Red makes me present. I 

am present with Red.  Red keeps me in the moment. This knowledge empowers me.  I know that 

I will look for Red wherever I go, and I will find it wherever I go. I am safe with Red.  I am 

secure with Red.  I am empowered to do the work I know I can do with my therapist with Red 

present.   

I will now, in the present moment count down from three to one.  When I say the word, 

“One” …You can open your eyes feeling refreshed, empowered, safe, and secure recognizing all 

the red in my therapist’s office.  Three…You feel amazing, relieved, secure, safe, and 

empowered.  Two…You recognize that you have (use BLS now):  

1. Red, Red, Red in your heart and soul giving you power.  

2. Red, Red, Red in your heart and soul giving you power. 

3. Red, Red, Red in your heart and soul giving you power. 

4. Red, Red, Red in your heart and soul giving you power. 

5. Red, Red, Red in your heart and soul giving you power. 

6. Red, Red, Red in your heart and soul giving you power. 

7. Red, Red, Red in your heart and soul giving you power. 

8. Red, Red, Red in your heart and soul giving you power. 

9. Red, Red, Red in your heart and soul giving you power. 

10. Red, Red, Red in your heart and soul giving you power. 



With the power of Red, Red, Red…With the power of Red, Red, Red right now in the present 

moment…One…You can now open your eyes…And you now feel refreshed and safe don’t you 

(If the answer is, “Yes”, then ask the client the following.)…And how does your body feel in this 

moment.   

 (Close the session down.  Review high points to the session.  Considering using BLS if 

time permits to strengthen epiphanies or positive experiences during the session.  Give praise to 

the client for his or her hard work.)  


